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‘Duck Syndrome’: Students alone in academics
Sunlight reflects
off a pond with a
surface smooth as
glass. A duck drifts
across the water.
Below the surface,
its webbed feet
paddle
furiously,
but from above,
it looks calm and
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collected.
This duck has a dilemma; its flippers
are getting tired, but the other ducks still
appear to be floating along without a
care in the world. If you can relate to this
duck’s plight, you may suffer from Duck
Syndrome.
Duck Syndrome, a condition named
by the students of Stanford University, is
an increasingly common ailment in high
schools and colleges across the country.
Tiger Sun, a writer for the Stanford
Daily, describes Duck Syndrome as
“seeing people around you effortlessly

glide through their lives … while you
feebly trudge through your four problem
sets and three projects on your nightly
four hours of sleep.”
Essentially, Duck Syndrome is the
condition of feeling alone in your
frenzy. Being a “high achiever” doesn’t
alleviate the condition; if anything, it
causes it. Duck Syndrome is propagated
by a collective of extremely diligent
people, all of whom work hard and all
of whom think they’re the only ones
who are exhausted. For those with
Duck Syndrome, admitting exhaustion
is admitting defeat. Burnout is a casual
joke; if it were allowed to be anything
more, students might be forced to
address it.
Even as it goes unacknowledged,
Duck Syndrome is visible in the halls
every day. It surfaces when a sophomore
in accelerated precalculus believes that
they’re terrible at math because they
got a homework problem wrong. It

appears in conversations about how
little sleep somebody got last night. It
may seem fairly harmless in small doses,
but Duck Syndrome can be seriously
detrimental to students’ mental health.
Crying at school is not unheard of;
I know I have. Mid-semester, stories
about 3 a.m. breakdowns start to sound
a bit too familiar.
It’s easy to tell students to lower their
personal standards, stop overloading
themselves, and take a break, advice
which is rarely helpful. The habits
symptomatic of Duck Syndrome don’t
disappear with one good night’s sleep,
but they are defeatable. To begin with,
students should stop doing activities they
hate. If an activity is draining them with
no return, it doesn’t deserve them. People
are worth more than their resumés.
More importantly, though, the Grady
community needs to dispel the notion
that students aren’t allowed to struggle.
Grady is a community brimming with

achievement. Debate has won 10
consecutive state championships. The
drama program routinely amazes all
of us with spectacular tech work and
performances. These accomplishments
don’t happen in a void; there are
individual students working diligently
to make them happen.
In a competitive school full of truly
impressive people, it can be easy to
forget that Grady students are just
teenagers doing their best. Dismissing
the work that goes into a heavy course
load undermines everyone; hardworking
classmates don’t get due credit and
feel alone in their efforts. The school
community needs to support and
communicate with each other. Without
deciding that imperfection is alright
every now and then, students will never
stop pushing themselves past their limits.
Without talking about the stress and the
late nights, they’ll never learn to take a
break and get some sleep. ❐
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Myths about GMO foods mislead consumers
Nearly everyone has been to the
grocery store and seen a product — a
vegetable, a fruit or a carton of milk
or eggs — prominently plastered with
the label “Non-GMO.” They might
even have been more inclined to buy
the product after seeing this label.
But the myth that genetically
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modified organisms (GMOs) are
inherently detrimental has been exploited as a marketing
tool by companies trying to make their products seem
more appealing, despite the fact that GMOs are at worst
harmless, and at best beneficial to individuals, farmers and
public health.
Some argue against GMOs based on the claim that
they are an unnatural method of crop production.
However, this viewpoint is misinformed for several
reasons. Farmers have been genetically modifying
crops for decades, only without the precision and
intentionality of modern lab techniques. Farmers used
ultraviolet light from the sun to induce changes in the
crops’ DNA, which would cause variation in taste, size and
yield.
The crops that developed beneficial traits would be used
to plant future generations of crops that were more efficient
for farmers and favorable to consumers. Even though this
technique, known as selective breeding, is different from
lab procedures that physically insert new genes into crops,
they are both examples of humans deliberately altering
their crops to have desirable characteristics.
Others fear GMOs because they are concerned that
they are unsafe in the long-term. Hypothetically, this isn’t
impossible, but it is very unlikely. According to a blog post
from Chelsea Powell, a chemical biology student at Harvard
University, the only genetically-modified foods we eat are
plants (i.e., no meat or other animal products). Genetic
modification ultimately results in a plant producing a
specific protein that it wouldn’t normally produce in

the wild. These proteins are composed
of the same chemicals — amino
acids — as all other proteins, which
makes an artificially-inserted protein
chemically
indistinguishable
from a normal protein.
Unless the protein
was specifically intended
to be toxic in the organism,
the risk of toxicity is
essentially zero. In fact,
the New York
Ti m e s

reports
that
there
hasn’t been a single
health problem reported
as a result of the genetic
modification of food,
despite the billions of
meals containing GMOs
eaten around the world.
Thus, one can safely
assume that all GMO
foods sold in stores are safe to
eat.
In this regard, GMOs can actually
be healthier than normal food. Plenty
o f
foods have been enhanced with genes that make them
more nutritious. These include pineapples and tomatoes
engineered to produce antioxidants, which protect cells
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Increased Democratic primary field provides hope for party

Twenty. Twenty has long stood for many things across millennia. From the third magic
number in physics to the maximum number of horses in the Kentucky Derby, this number
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from damage.
On a larger scale, GMOs have been
used to combat global health
crises. For example, a variety of
rice known as golden rice has
been engineered to synthesize a
precursor to Vitamin A. This rice
can be grown in communities
that are highly at risk for
Vitamin A deficiency, potentially
preventing up to 500,000 cases
of childhood blindness and one
million deaths. Other foods have
been engineered to have a higher
nutritional content, so they can
be grown in communities facing
food shortage and malnutrition.
Another benefit of GMOs
comes for farmers: crops can be
engineered to produce higher
yields and natural pesticides. A
study in the scientific journal
“PLOS One” reported that
worldwide, GMO technology
has reduced the use of chemical
pesticides by 37 percent, increased
crop yields by 22 percent, and
increased farmers’ profit by 68
percent.
The
conversation
around
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GMOs is clouded by many
myths that make it difficult for consumers
to understand the benefits of these foods. These myths
have no scientific basis and they are further perpetuated by
advertising and labeling on products implying that GMOs
are unhealthy. I urge all consumers to fully research GMOs
before writing them off as bad, since in almost every case,
they are good for you, for farmers and for the world. ❐
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